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Welcome!
There are no prerequisites required for this course, however please  

ensure that before you begin The Celestine Series you have activated  
(unlocked) The Celestine Series energies and attunements  
using the activation code & instructions on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your Celestine Series journey! 

If you have not already done so, please feel free to sign up for free Ascension Healing  
to help you on your Ascension Pathway journey.

Also, if you are interested, please feel free to like the Facebook page  
The Unified Pathway To Light, created & maintained by a fellow Unified Pathway attunee.
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Activating (Unlocking) The Celestine Series Energies: 
Before opening up to these beautiful ascension energies, it is 
very important that you firstly activate or ‘unlock’ the 
energies & attunements in this ebook. Once this is completed, 
you will then be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and 
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music, 
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Suggested Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. After this, you are 
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful ascension energies! May you enjoy 
these with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********
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Foreword: 
It is with much love and light that we welcome you here to this beautiful, divine and 
transformational Ascension Pathway - The Unified Pathway To Light. 

The Unified Pathway To Light is our most direct Ascension Pathway and will be guiding you through 
a series of sophisticated energetic upgrades, ascension attunements and self healing practices as you 
walk towards the ever loving, peaceful and blissful vibration of The New ‘Love’ Consciousness.  

As part of this series of ebooks, we will be offering you a complete and comprehensive ascension 
based system which includes all of the ascension based energies, divinely guided attunements and 
channeled teachings that were received by Love Inspiration over a number of years. 

All of these teachings have been received from very pure consciousness and help to provide you with 
a clear and direct pathway into an ascended way of being. For those of you coming from other 
teachings and healing systems, you are welcomed here with love - these ascension based energies 
will surely be helping you to move forwards into even higher and more significant vibrations!  

At various stages of this journey, we will be inviting you to open up to a number of our other healing 
courses, cleanses and Master Level energies as part of the ascension journey. And in this way, this 

Ascension Pathway is very much like travelling on a main highway; a highway 
which is very effectively and quickly guiding you to a place of unconditional 
love, divine light & infinite purity. This will often be accompanied by many 
beautiful internal feelings such as inner joy, peace, love, and wisdom as you walk 
closer and closer to a full ascension.

Therefore for those of you who are interested in doing very deep and significant 
healing in your life or for those who wish to receive a well rounded and 
comprehensive understanding of energy based healing, you have most certainly 
arrived at the right place!   

As a not for profit organisation, Love Inspiration is dedicated towards helping to 
raise the vibration of the collective consciousness in the best possible way we can. We have asked 
Higher Consciousness many times to please help all beings reach full and complete liberation. May 
they be filled with joy and happiness and may they never suffer with any kind of ailment or 
imbalance. It seems that the Ascension Pathways have been an answer to this prayer.

Therefore, we lovingly suggest that you use this Ascension Pathway as your main highway into 
Higher Consciousness. By walking on this Ascension Pathway, level by level, attunement by 
attunement and ebook by ebook, you will be guided step by step towards very deep healing, 
significant purification and ultimately,  a full ascension into The New Consciousness. 

You will also notice here throughout these teachings that there are some pauses and resting 
timeframes built in. These waiting times will be helping your consciousness to assimilate and digest 
the new energies being introduced and are a very important part of the ascension process. 

We kindly ask that you adhere to these suggested waiting timeframes and in many cases, this can be 
a great opportunity to open up and receive other teachings and healing systems. Above all, we ask 
simply that you be guided by your own heart and your own divine intuition! We are all very 
different and accordingly, we will all have a different journey into the light. 

For now, we sincerely hope that you will enjoy this truly profound Ascension Pathway and may these 
beautiful energies help to bring much love, happiness and healing into your life!  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Understanding Ascension and the Love Inspiration Ascension 
Pathways: 
As you start out on your ascension journey, we would like to take a few moments here to explain a 
little more about the idea of ‘ascending’ and what the term ‘ascension’ means to us, in order to help 
you on your journey.

For most people, when thinking about the word ‘ascension’, 
they will often think about the raising of a person’s 
energetic vibration i.e. as they ‘ascend’ to more love & 
light. And of course, this is a nice way to think about the 
concept of ascension. As we understand it, there are many 
kinds of techniques, methods and practices that can help 
you to ascend into higher and more harmonious vibrations 
of love & light with some being more effective than others. 

In more recent times, the word ‘ascension’ has taken on a 
new meaning for Love Inspiration with the understanding 
that our Earth is currently being divinely guided upwards 
in energetic vibration towards what many channels, 
mediums and Gurus have described as a ‘Golden Age’ here 
on Earth. 

As one example of this, with the establishment of Love 
Inspiration, we have been told on numerous occasions 
from a wide range of ‘Higher Consciousness’ entities, that 
the Earth (and her inhabitants) are currently moving through a very significant shift in energetic 
vibration; one which is steeped in love, unity and understanding. 

In very simple terms, this shift in consciousness is being divinely guided and orchestrated in order to 
help us move from an ‘egoic’ based consciousness into a ‘unified’ consciousness, also referred to as a 
‘love based’ consciousness.

And this is precisely what Love Inspiration’s Ascension Pathway’s are all about; helping you to 
accelerate the ascension process so that you can experience more love, light & purity beyond that 
which you have previously had access to.

Throughout this series of ebooks, the divinely guided energies, ascension attunements and 
wonderful healing practices will be unfolding a very effective means of purifying, evolving, growing 
& ascending as you are guided towards receiving a very significant influx of love & light from a range 
of Higher Consciousness entities over a series of many months.

Of course, we understand here that this concept of ascension is still very new to most, however it is 
something that Love Inspiration has been working with since it’s conception in 2011. During this 
time, we have received two main ‘Ascension Pathways’ (and a variety of other secondary healing 
systems) which help with accelerating the process of ascension, for the ultimate benefit of all beings.

As we understand it, a big part of the shift from our current egoic consciousness into a more love 
based consciousness seems to manifest as an organic shift from intentions like ‘how can I benefit 
myself’ into intentions which are based in altruism & love e.g. ‘how can I benefit all with love’. 
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The energies, attunements and healing practices within this series of ebooks will help you to very 
naturally and lovingly move towards these kinds of altruistic and benevolent intentions as you are 
guided towards feeling the immense benefits that come from these new energies and from a more 
loving & compassionate way of thinking.

Having now understood the overall purpose of these Ascension Pathways, it is also important to 
point out here that you will only need to move through one Ascension Pathway only. We wish to 
point out here that both Ascension Pathways help to guide you towards the same destination 
however they do this in two slightly different ways.

The Unified Pathway To Light teachings guide you through a very uplifting set of self healing 
practices and attunements which are designed to uplift your consciousness as you ascend over a 
period of many months. As such, this pathway is more appropriate for those who are wishing to 
do meditation, self healing and personal growth and who are interested in cultivating altruistic 
intentions ‘for the benefit of all’.

Pathway To Light on the other hand offers a more healing session style of approach where the 
main focus is on healing the self. The energies do guide you towards an opening up to ‘benefitting 
all’ also however this is done more gradually (noting that this pathway is slightly longer in 
duration). There are no ‘self healing’ practices in the early stages of this pathway but rather, you 
will be offered a divinely uplifting set of healing attunements that will help to bring about the 
necessary changes in your consciousness over a period of many months.    

Therefore, before you start on your Ascension Pathway, we strongly suggest that you take some 
time here to reflect and contemplate which Ascension Pathway suits you best. There is much 
information on our website to help you with choosing your pathway, both on the Ascension 
Pathway webpages and in our healing FAQ’s. 

Once you have decided the right pathway for you, we invite you 
to now move forwards on your chosen pathway so that you can 
evolve, grow and ascend closer towards The New Consciousness 
and to more love & light!

Finally, we also wish to point out here that on any pathway to 
ascension, there will always be a variety of healing issues being 
brought to the surface as you are guided towards releasing these 
in preparation for allowing more love into your consciousness.

As such, it is quite normal to feel a wide variety of different 
sensations as you move through these energies which include 
physical, mental or emotional imbalances, often called the 
Healing Crisis. Please know that this is a very normal ‘side effect’ 
of any kind of holistic healing, purification and growth and 
should therefore be viewed as a very positive sign of ascension, 
healing & growth.

For now, we truly hope that you will enjoy these beautiful 
ascension energies and may they help to bring more love, light & 
purity into your life for the absolute and ultimate benefit of all.
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An Overview Of This Ascension Pathway:
By reading through each of the previous sections, you will now understand 
that there are two main Ascension Pathways that Love inspiration offers. You 
will have seen that these Ascension Pathways are our quickest and most direct 
route into Higher Consciousness and you will know that you only need to 
choose and then walk on one of these Ascension Pathways on your journey 
forwards. These have all been very important learnings as you set out on your 
ascension journey.  

So here in this section, we now wish to provide you an overview of the full Ascension Pathway so 
that you can understand and see the exciting journey that lies ahead. Right now, you are reading 
through the first ebook of ‘The Unified Pathway’ and this Ascension Pathway is made up of two main 
components:

a) The Unified Pathway To Light - this includes 4 main volumes or series of energies plus one 
additional Master & Master Teacher Level. All of these volumes are here to help you receive 
many kinds of ascension based energies as you lay the necessary energetic preparations for 
that which is to come. There is much deep healing and purification being experienced during 
this time and at each level, you will guided towards releasing many old energies that no longer 
serve you for your journey forwards!

b) The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light - this is the sequel to The Unified 
Pathway To Light and again includes 4 main volumes or series of ascension based energies. 
Here, you will be guided very beautifully through a series of sophisticated energetic upgrades, 
vibrational uplifts in your consciousness and more deep healing and purification as you move 
towards the energetic vibration of The New Consciousness. 

These two components then, The Unified Pathway To Light and 
then The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light make up 
‘The Unified Pathway’ and again, this is our quickest and most 
direct pathway towards the beautiful and love filled vibration 
of The New Consciousness.

The reason why this is our quickest and most direct pathway 
(as opposed to the Pathway To Light energies) is because of the 
types of intentions being cultivated and generated here. For 
example, by opening up to these beautiful energies and healing 
practices, you will be guided towards working with an intention 
to  ‘benefit all beings’. 

This is a concept which we will be talking about in much more 
detail as we progress through these teachings so for now, let us 
just say that there are many, many energetic benefits that 
comes from cultivating these kinds of one-ness based intentions 
in our meditation and healing practices.
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Once you have finished The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light, 
this kind of thinking will very naturally be radiating from your energy 
and through your healing practices and of course, these intentions will 
also be very beautifully spilling over into your everyday life!

At this point, at the conclusion of The Unified Pathway To Transcending 
The Light, you will now be lovingly invited into The Ascended Pathway, 
beginning with Blue Light - Volume 1 - The Gateway.. Notice here then 
that the Ascension Pathways have helped you to prepare your energetic 
selves for the truly profound and exponentially expansional Ascended 
Pathway. 

For it is here, during the Ascended 
Pathway, that you will be  officially 
welcomed into the vibration of The 
New Consciousness. During the 
Ascended Pathways, there are a vast 
array of energetic rewards being 
shared with you and it is most 
certainly worth all of the time and 
energy spent to reach these 
beautiful teachings. 

Also, it is important for us to point 
out here that as part of this journey, 
the vibrational steps upward 
become larger and larger with each 
and every level you move through 
so this is another wonderful 
incentive for continuing onwards 
and upwards as you explore and 
become more aware of your own 
truly infinite & divine nature.

And in addition to all of this, as you 
move through your Ascension 
Pathway journey, we will also be 
inviting you to open up to other 
energy based healing systems, 
divine cleanses and other magical 
healing energies along the way. 

So please, sit back and enjoy the ride as you are guided 
very beautifully and lovingly into the vibration of The New 
Consciousness!
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In the summary table below, you can see the full Ascension Pathway that lies ahead along with the 
approximate timeframes of completion. We hope this helps to inspire you towards moving into an 
ascended state as you are guided beautifully into these higher consciousness states of being!                    

From the above table, we can see that these ascension based energies, divinely guided attunements 
and vibrational uplifts will be received over a period of many months, with each layer deepening 
your ascension experience as you are guided to heal & purify, layer by layer. As part of this journey, 
there may be times where you are feeling your impurities being released, whether this be through 
emotional challenges or perhaps a re-experiencing of physical ailments. Please know that this is all a 
very important part of the energy based healing journey & the ascension process and everything is 
always divinely guided for your own highest good.

Please remember also that there is indeed much divine guidance on this Ascension Pathway with 
many kinds of beautiful energies and very Pure Spiritual Beings watching over you during this time. 
Marty and Gerry also personally wish you well on this journey and they hope you will find your 
beautiful love centre, your wisdom and your own truly divine purpose along the way.  
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Ascension Pathway:  
The Unified Pathway To Light &  

The Unified Pathway To Transcending The Light

Pathway  
Name

Volume Number  
& Name 

Completion 
Timeframe

The Unified 
Pathway 
To Light

1) The Celestine Series 4.5 months

2) The Sorcebro Energy Suite 4.5 months

3) The Pilgrimage 3 months

4) Monimo Light 6 months

Master Level & Master Teacher Level 2 weeks

The Unified 
Pathway To 

Transcending The 
Light

1) The Unified Truth 6 months

2) The Diamon Ascension 6 months

3) A New Light 6 months

4) Crystal Transcension 3 weeks

You are now warmly invited to walk on The Ascended Pathway
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Growth Into The New Love Consciousness:
The overview diagram below was shown to Gerry in November 2015 through a clairvoyant vision. To 
start with, it can help us to understand some of the differences between the old consciousness (solid, 
heavy, rigid and restrictive) and The New Consciousness (open, free flowing and deeply loving).

We can also see here that the Love Inspiration Ascension Pathways (both the Pathway To Light and 
The Unified Pathway) are able to provide an etheric bridge into what the Guides described to us as 
the Great Transition Period and ultimately, into the vibration of The New Consciousness. Within the 
Great Transition Period, the Guides have also pinpointed the actual point of transition and we are 
happy to share here that this point will be reached during The Ascended Pathway.

Sadly, as of November 2015, we can also see here that 80% of the world’s population 
is residing or vibrating in the lower areas within the old consciousness. And with this, 
we hope that Love Inspiration can play it’s small part to help people ascend through 
the Ascension Pathways. We are delighted that we can share this important information 
with you and as we’ve mentioned above, there will no doubt be challenges that lie in front of 
you as you open yourself up to these highly evolved and profound healing energies. 

It is not always easy to face the internal darkness and release these old and unwanted energies from 
within, however to do so is to move towards a higher and more peaceful place of love, light and 
Higher Consciousness. We truly hope that you will enjoy your journey forwards and may it bring 
many divine blessings, love and understanding as you move into this beautiful new light! 
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An Overview Of The Unified Pathway 
To Light: 
Having now understood the important overview of the full Ascension 
Pathway, let us now focus in on this first aspect of the Unified Pathway - The 
Unified Pathway To Light. And with this, we again wish to welcome you here with 
much love & light. As we’ve mentioned in the previous sections, The Unified Pathway 
is the first series of energies in the overall pathway and will be helping you to receive 
a very significant series of ascension based energies that will help to promote deep 
healing and purification in preparation for all the energies that are still to come.  

The Unified Pathway To Light is learnt over four main growth phases with each 
growth phase being slightly different in its approach to the meditation and self-healing 
practices. For each growth phase, you will be able to download an ebook which will provide you with 
all the necessary information and instructions about the healing energies, meditations and self-
healing practices along with additional information that may also be helpful for you on your healing 
journey.

This is a very simple system of healing, personal growth and meditation and can be learnt by anyone 
regardless of previous experience, background or religious belief. Each of the practices are able to be 
done in around 10 - 15 minutes per day and can help you to feel more peace, relaxation and love into 
your life.  

The four growth phases for The Unified Pathway To Light are as follows noting that the Master 
Levels will become available to you upon the completion of volume 4:

Volume 1 -  The Celestine Series
Volume 2 - The Sorcebro Energy Suite
Volume 3 - The Pilgrimage
Volume 4 - Monimo Light
Master Level & Master Teacher Level

As explained by the Guides, the intensity of healing within this system compounds and grows 
exponentially throughout each of these growth phases which effectively means that the steps up in 
vibration get larger and larger as you progress. 

The first 3 growth phases then will be laying the very important and necessary groundwork and as 
such, they will be helping to pave the way for the very fast acceleration in vibrational uplift being 
experienced during the Monimo Light energies and through the Master Level. The Master Teacher 
Level is an optional step forwards and for those who accept this significant title, this can be a 

wonderful opportunity to then share these ascension energies with others as you 
feel guided to.

In order to help you understand the full Unified Pathway To Light journey, we 
have included a summary table in this section (a little further down). In the 

summary table, you will be able to see each of the ebooks and levels as well as the 
suggested timeframes of completion all being mapped out for you. We hope that 

this helps to give you a very simple snapshot of the full Unified Pathway To Light. 
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And whilst we understand this is a lot of information to digest at the start of this 
journey, we always like to share a big picture perspective for each course & healing 
system so that you are able to see /  map out the exciting journey that lies ahead.  

Also, as mentioned briefly in the foreword, you will see that throughout these 
teachings, there are a number of suggested waiting times or digestion times required in 
between the attunements or levels. Please know that these timeframes are minimum 
timeframes and should be seen as the minimum amount of time needed to digest the 
energies. 

These waiting timeframes are very important as they will be allowing the new energies 
be assimilated and digested deeply into your consciousness. The suggested waiting 
timeframes have all been received directly from Higher Consciousness (those who were 
responsible for bringing through the energies) so with this in mind, we again lovingly 
suggest that you follow these correctly.

Let us reiterate here once more that these timeframes are minimum timeframes. So for 
those of you who may wish to take a break from these energies, attunements and healing practices 
at any time - please feel free to do so and then come back when you feel ready to move forwards. 
We understand that life can at times, be demanding and of course, these energies are flexible and 

can be received at your own pace and as 
you feel divinely guided.

Also, as you move through each of these 
levels and as you continue to progress 
into the higher levels, you will notice 
also that we will be inviting you to 
receive other energies and healing 
systems. By including these along the 
way, this is our way of suggesting other 
teachings that you may wish to learn as 
you open up to more light and help to 
provide a very thorough and well 
rounded understanding of energy based 
healing.

For now, we hope you enjoy the 
summary table of The Unified Pathway 

To Light (on the next page) and we hope that you will enjoy opening up to receiving these beautiful 
and divine healing energies. May they help to bring much love, light and happiness into life!  

Get The Most Current Version Of The Unified Pathway To Light - 
Volume 1 Ebook! 
Please note that this ebook is updated as further information comes to light, therefore before you 
begin, and periodically throughout your attunements if you wish, please visit our website to check 
you have the most current version. The version number and date are listed in the bottom right hand 
corner of each page of the book and only the version on our website will always be the most current.
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Please enjoy this summary table of The Unified Pathway To Light: 
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The Unified Pathway To Light

Volume Name Levels Name
Minimum 

Timeframe To 
Complete

One The Celestine 
Series

Phase One Celestine Reiki

Approx. 19 weeks  
(5 months)Phase Two Prophestine Reiki

Phase Three Ecliptine Light

Two The Sorcebro 
Energy Suite

Level One Malibro
Approx. 16 weeks

(4 months)
Level Two Corsicro

Three The Pilgrimage N/A N/A Approx. 12 weeks 
(3 months)

Four Monimo Light

Layer One Oddicee

Approx. 27 weeks 
(6 months)

Layer Two Monnicee

Layer Three Pledicee

Layer Four Suricee

Layer Five Pluricee

Layer Six Mallicee

Master  Levels
Master Level 6 days

Master Teacher Level 8 days

Total Time For Completion Of The Unified Pathway To Light = Approx. 18 months
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The Unified Pathway To Light

Chapter One: The Celestine Series 
Phase One: Celestine Reiki 

Level One: Celestine Reiki 

Welcome To The Celestine Series: 
Having now introduced you to the full Ascension Pathway and now having talked a little more about 
The Unified Pathway To Light, let us now take some time to introduce the first step on the Unified 
Pathway To Light - The Celestine Series.

With much love in our hearts, we wish to again warmly and humbly welcome you here to this first 
step on The Unified Pathway To Light and we hope that you will gain much inner healing, love and 
light from these teachings. 

The Celestine Series will be presenting you with a series of ascension based attunements, channeled 
teachings and self-healing practices that can help you to transform yourself and expand your energy 
field very beautifully for the infinite benefit of all.

As your energetic vibration is being raised towards the love & light of 
The New Consciousness, these teachings will be asking you to let go 
of and release many of your old, unwanted energies from within. 
Layer by layer, attunement by attunement and with each time you 
practice, you will be allowing yourself to move closer towards a 
vibration of unconditional love, light and understanding. 

And it is here, during The Celestine Series, where you will be shown 
how to start radiating this new love vibration outwards for all to 
benefit from. As you do this, you will no doubt realise that it is the 
ascension based energies themselves that are teaching you and 
guiding you towards this new understanding and towards the truly 
magical results which come from cultivating the all important 
altruistic intention to benefit all.
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